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Introduction
An overlooked feature in the design of programs and institutions that support our science and technologybased innovation system is political design, as opposed to the factor generally exclusively considered, policy
design. This chapter will aim to develop a framework for evaluating political design issues underlying federal
innovation institutions, including from a perspective of whether the political design model is consciously
structured to be supportive, as opposed to contradictory, to the policy design.
Federal science investment doesn’t drive itself, of course, science is not divorced from politics despite the
attraction of the ivory tower. Instead, political system demands have been the major driver for the past sixty
years for science investment and new science institutions. It was the Cold War that drove growth of science
agencies in the postwar period, especially defense science, the Sputnik threat that drove the 1960’s science
investments, and the competitive economic threat of 1980’s that drove the programs of that era. Given the
underlying role of political drivers in science, it should not be surprising that the question of political design
requires focus.
During these prior periods of science investment advance, a series of new innovation-oriented federal
government organizations was created, which offer lessons for the factors to be included in a framework for
political design. Particularly illuminating are the experiences of the 1980’s generation of innovation
organizations designed to cross the “valley of death” between research and late stage development. A new
generation of institutions is now being formed, largely to meet energy technology challenges, thus the political
design issue is again timely. Innovation system institutions generally land in an intense political landscape
where sound political design is important to their effectiveness. While the contending ideologies around the
federal role in science and technology were largely fixed in the period after World War I,2 the political debate
in this area, particularly around the public-private partnership role many of these agencies fill, remains robust
and requires program design attention.
The First Generation of Federal Innovation Agencies
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While the era of innovation is as old as the industrial revolution3 the federal role in innovation didn’t truly
scale up until the World War II period. While innovation actors4 were highly connected under the system
administered during WW2 by Vannevar Bush, President Roosevelt’s science czar, he helped dismantle this
system at the end of the war, and substituted an alternative one.5
Bush shaped the two leading organizing entities for wartime U.S. science and technology—the National
Defense Research Council (NDRC) and then the Office of Science Research and Development (OSRD). He
brought nearly all defense research efforts under these two loose coordinating tents and set up flat, nonbureaucratic, interdisciplinary project teams oriented to major technology challenges, such as radar and atomic
weapons, as implementing task forces. He created a “connected science” approach, where technology
breakthroughs at the fundamental science stage were closely connected to the follow-on applied stages of
government-supported development, prototyping and production, operating under what can be called a
“technology challenge” model.
Then, immediately after the war, as the institutional elements in his connected approach were being
dismantled, Bush was able to salvage a residual level of federal science investment. In his 1945 tract The
Endless Frontier,6 Bush argued that the U.S. government should fund basic research, which would deliver
ongoing progress to the country in economic well-being, national security and health. In other words, he
proposed ending his wartime model of connected science research and development, organized around major
technology challenges, in favor of making the federal role one of funding only one stage of technology
advance: exploratory basic research.7 Bush’s approach became known as the “pipeline” model for science
investment. The federal government would dump basic science into one end of an innovation pipeline and
early- and late-state technology development and prototyping would mysteriously evolve inside the pipeline,
with new technology products emerging at the end. While Bush proposed to achieve research coherence under
a single organizational tent through what became the National Science Foundation, authorization of NSF was
delayed, and in the interim science agencies multiplied.8 Bush’s pipeline concept of federal funding focused on
basic science prevailed, but his loosely centralized science model did not. The result was a new generation of
highly decentralized science agencies, each largely adopting his pipeline model for the federal science role.
These twin developments left U.S. science fragmented at the institutional level in two ways: overall science
organization was split among numerous science agencies, and Federal investment primarily was focused on
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only one stage of the technological pipeline—exploratory basic research.9 Bush thus left a legacy of two
conflicting models for scientific organizational advance: the connected, challenge model of his WW2
institutions, and the basic science-focused, disconnected, multi-headed model of postwar U.S. science
institutional organization.
Bush’s model was a political success, drawing support from Cold War concern over American leadership in
science. This network of basic research agencies enabled a growing base of American research universities,
formed by the turn of the 20th century, but coming into their own under Bush’s orchestration of major federal
support during WW2 and expanding further during the Cold War. This was a relatively flexible model of
research grant agencies and university recipients, based on competitive grant awards.
The Fixed, Large Scale Lab Model
However, another type of first generation agency emerged from the postwar period,, continuing in during the
Cold War period, in parallel with the system of strengthened university research supported by a network of
basic science research agencies. This brand of entity featured major in-house research and technology facilities
which provided major regional employment and corresponding political involvement. These institutions were
less flexible, fixed in both particular missions and particular locations, with their facilities requiring ongoing
infrstructure support. This second institutional type created subsequent political intervention problems for
scientific missions.
The Department of Energy’s (DOE) national energy labs provide a prime example. They evolved from Los
Alamos and Manhattan Project laboratories during World War II, shifted from defense control at the end of the
war to the Atomic Energy Commission, and later to DOE. The DOE laboratory constellation may well employ
the largest base of science PhD’s in the world, some 12,000, at its seventeen labs.10 With the end of the Cold
War and a rapidly growing need for new energy technologies for energy security and climate reasons, DOE
now faces the task of shifting its lab talent base from its traditional nuclear weapons role to new energy
research. Yet over 5000 of its PhD’s are now housed at its three historic nuclear weapons labs and only 350 at
one of its smallest labs, the National Renewal Energy Lab (NREL), which is focused on energy efficiency and
renewable energy. The political lock-in buttressing DOE’s established labs limits the agency’s flexibility in
making a shift to the new energy technology challenge the country now faces.
There is a second political design problem with these types of large-scale research institutions: they tend to
become exclusive clubs, isolating and crowding out other researchers working at a smaller scale in other
locales. This limits the ability to place a broad base of talent in the field. Arguably, sound policy design
requires a broad base of interest and talent for a range of advances. The politics of supporting major
institutions with a particular research focus and an accompanying employment base – the narrow front
approach - complicates sound organization on the broad front of research. Science advance requires space for
both the organized focus of larger scale teams as well as a wider base of decentralized researchers working at a
smaller scale – advance that is both focused and broad-based, with a range of talent on a range of tasks. The
large-scale research entity, although it offers a strong political base of support can, curtail the broad front
approach.
Although it was created a decade later, the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) provides a
similar example. NASA evolved out of NACA, a predecessor prewar aeronautics and engineering research
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agency,11 and built major research labs and mission facilities with a strong government contractor base during
the space race. James Webb, the first NASA director and architect of NASA’s organization, understood from
his political mentors, Senators Robert Kerr and Lyndon Johnson, the earlier FDR New Deal model of building
Congressional political support by creating permanent institutions anchored in regional Congressional
politics.12 A rare master of political design in science and technology, he consciously created a system of
centers and contractors that would enable NASA’s space mission to survive long term. The resulting regional
employment and procurement contracting base provided NASA with the political support from executive
branch politicians and especially from Congress that helped to sustain strong investments during the space race
and thereafter. In recent years, however, the regional facilities and powerful supporting contractors have
tended to lock-in NASA to ever more expensive manned-space investments, limiting the pace of its scientific
and research advance.13 As the Obama Administration attempts to restore NASA’s roots as an advanced
technology agency, as opposed to the largely operational agency it has become, the regional political base
Webb built has reared up in opposition.14 Similar problems have afflicted the larger scale labs (usually
organized as FFRDC’s – Federally-Funded R&D Centers) in the defense research establishment.
Thus, while the political support model applied in these agencies initially supported their R&D missions, the
weight of their established institutional overhead, locked-in against significant modification by the political
system, has in some cases curtailed these agencies’ innovation flexibility in subsequent years. These are first
generation examples of problems in political design that tend to undermine over time evolving agency science
and technology missions. What are the political design rules that emerge from these first generation models?
Rules of Political Design:
1)
Beware of Scale: The creation of excessive personnel mass in a modest number of locations
can create a political design problem. While the corresponding political support this mass
engenders can sustain a science agency over extended periods, it also tends over time to
limit science and technology mission flexibility.
2)
Don’t Let Narrow Front Cancel Broad Front: A second lesson is that a narrow-front,
focused advance embodied in large-scale research establishments can cancel out needed
parallel broad-front science advance. Both approaches are likely to be needed, and a largescale entity and the political power it commands by virtue of its size can cancel out a
complementary broad-based advance.
The Aftermath of the Sputnik Challenge of 1957
Science investments accelerated during the crisis in confidence over U.S. science leadership created by the
Soviet launch of Sputnik in 1957. These anxieties over geopolitical developments created a political driver for
science support, bringing new institutions and investments. U.S. R&D investment as a percent of GDP reached
a postwar height in the mid-sixties, 2% by 1964 compared to less than 1% today.15 Both broad and narrow
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front types of science institutional structures received substantial new support. NASA, as discussed above,
which came to house a network of fixed, large scale labs, facilities and centers, was one of the two major new
entities created in this period. While NSF had been formed after much postwar debate in 1950, it’s budget
tripled in one year, between fiscal years 1958 and 1959; by 1968 its budget nearly quadrupled again to
$500m.16 NSF and DOD graduate education programs grew in this period, as flexible voucher fellowships,
enabling the graduate student recipient to take the award to the graduate program of his or her choice,
enhancing competition between university departments and lending further funding support to the flexible
network model of basic research agencies and universities. .
The second major new agency created in this period was the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). DARPA was a particularly interesting model, very different from the Vannevar Bush era basic
research agency. DARPA’s aim was a “right-left” translational approach – decide the technologies you require
from the right side of the innovation pipeline, then nurture breakthrough science advances on the left side of
the pipeline to get there.17 DARPA embodied a return to Bush’s earlier World War II “connected science”
through a technology “challenge” model. DARPA, perhaps the most successful of the postwar and Cold War
science and technology agencies, led the information technology revolution18 and a long series of other major
advances.19 DARPA, as it came into its own in the 70’s and 80’s, marked the beginning of a swing back to a
more integrated science model and away from the “pure” basic research approach. While DARPA illustrates
the connected science approach, there are also political design lessons to be drawn from this connected model,
as discussed below.
The Competitiveness Period of the 70’s and 80’s
Vannevar Bush’s basic research pipeline model had institutionalized a disconnect between research and later
stage development over large parts of the U.S. innovation system, ensuring that the handoff to the
commercialization stage would be a difficult one. Although the Office of Naval Research was the first to
explore Bush’s basic research model, the arrival of DARPA, as noted, marked a shift in the military away from
it. That shift expanded beyond defense in the late 1980’s. As the U.S. entered that period of heightened
economic competitiveness over technology advance with Japan and Germany, concerns grew that although the
U.S. was originating the leading innovations, it was limited, due to this pipeline disconnect, in its ability to
commercialize them.20
During the 1980’s there was also a significant ideological debate about the policy approach to address this
problem. David Hart has traced the origins of this debate to the decades between the world wars.21 He
suggests that the two prevailing policy positions revived in the 1980’s were between economic conservatives
who wanted to limit federal economic intervention in the innovation system, and what he terms
“associationists”, a movement originated by Herbert Hoover when Commerce Secretary, who envisioned a
collaborative, public-private partnership approach to both applied research and follow-on development.22
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DARPA showed a way to resolve this ideological clash. It operated not only in the basic research space but
further down the innovation pipeline in the development and prototyping spaces – in the parlance of the time, it
was “picking technology winners and losers.” Yet it defused this debate by tying its intervention in late stage
development to the necessities of its national security mission. It offered a pragmatic solution – the value of
technology advance for the national security overrode ideological concerns. In other words, it showed that an
agency operating in the science-technology development continuum needs to be tethered to a mission
recognized as politically significant to avoid ideological differences. Despite being tied to a security mission
DARPA and DOD played a significant role in the subsequent resurgence of the U.S. economy.
As noted, he 1980’s the U.S. was mired in a tough competition with Japan and Germany, which had
implemented innovative models for manufacturing and appeared to be having more success in
commercializing incremental technology advances than the U.S. Yet the U.S. had organized its economy in the
course of World War II around a comparative innovation advantage and it’s innovation system, particularly its
capacity for radical or breakthrough innovation, as opposed to incremental innovation, remained world leading
in the 80’s and early 90’s. After a multi-decade gestation period, where, as discussed, DARPA played a
keystone role, the U.S. was able to move out of its confrontation over manufacturing with Japan and Germany
and bring on a major innovation wave23 – the IT revolution – in the early 90’s. It was transformative: the U.S.
economy created a net 22 million jobs in the 90’s, or 2.2 million a year. On top of IT the U.S. also added a
biotech wave. By the end of that decade leadership in those waves put the U.S. strongly ahead of competitive
economies; its economy became the envy of the world. As part of its response to its 1980’s competitive
problems, the U.S. created the series of new innovation institutions discussed below.
The Valley of Death Organizational Models of the Late 1980’s
The 1980’s problem for the U.S. innovation system became known as the “valley of death” because it focused
on the gap between research and late-stage development.24 Three new institutional models25 were adopted in
this period to bridge this valley, which offer instructive illustrations of the challenges of innovation political
design; each is discussed in some detail below because they are particularly relevant to the new generation of
energy agencies now forming.
• The Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) was authorized in1988,26 based on the success of the
longstanding agriculture extension program. It aimed to bring the latest manufacturing technologies
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and processes to small manufacturers around the nation, since small firms were increasingly
dominating U.S. manufacturing. It aided such manufacturers by advising on the latest manufacturing
advances to foster productivity gains, thus assisting them across a “valley of death” in this field. MEP
formed extension centers in every state, which states cost-share, backed-up by a small Commerce
Department headquarters staff charged with program evaluations and transmission of best practices to
the centers. MEP’s national network has a federal funding base of around $100m annually plus the
approximately $200m this leverages from the state and local resources. It now consists of 59 centers
employing some 1600 manufacturing specialists experienced in small manufacturing needs. For the
past twenty years, the centers have worked with thousands of manufacturers, and MEP studies
maintain the centers deliver some $1.44 billion in cost savings annually and $10.5 billion in increased
or retained sales per year to small manufacturers.27 While some centers are inevitably stronger than
others, the overall program has received positive evaluations, and it has received solid political support
and sustained stable funding from Congress.
Its political support model has worked to sustain its substantive policy design. Small manufacturers
have tended to like the program because it keeps them abreast of the latest manufacturing advances in
a highly competitive world economy. State governors, who cost-share the program, like it because it
enables them to connect with small manufacturers, delivering appreciated technology and process
advances to employers and employees to keep them competitive. While business consultants initially
viewed MEP as a free rival service that might put them out of business, most found that participation
in MEP generally heightened demand for their own services to introduce further productivity savings.
The state MEP programs formed a trade association to compare ideas on manufacturing advances,
which in turn helped to advocate for and sustain the program. Between the governors lobbying their
Congressional delegations and the association providing information and further backing, there has
been solid political support for the program continuation and expansion. Since this model only worked
if the program quality remained high and valued by its customers, the political support model has
generally promoted the substantive policy design for the program.
•

The Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR) program is a second successful “valley of death”
program model; however, the political design has not been as optimal. This program offers
competitive R&D grant funding to small and start-up companies, administered through Small Business
Administration (SBA) Office of Technology, which also supervises a related program, the Small
Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Program. These two competitive programs aim to ensure that
small, high-tech, innovative businesses are a part of the federal government's research and
development efforts. Eleven federal departments participate in the SBIR program; five departments
participate in the STTR program. The two programs award over $2 billion to small businesses
annually. SBIR is funded through a modest “tax” (currently 2.5%) on the total research budgets of the
participating federal agencies (those with extramural research budgets in excess of $100 million),
which becomes a set-aside reserved for contracts or grants awarded to small firms by the participating
R&D agencies.
The SBIR program was established through the Small Business Innovation Development Act in
1982,28 and periodically reauthorized by the Congress (in 1986, 1992, 2000, and 2004, with a
reauthorization now pending). The subsequent STTR program funds joint small business and
university research efforts with an additional .5% set aside. According to program founder Roland
Tibbets of NSF, “SBIR was created to address a need that is still critical: to provide funding for some
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of the best early-stage innovation ideas that, however promising, are still too high risk for private
investors, including venture capital firms…. In 2005 only 18 percent of all US venture capital invested
went to seed and early stage firms while 82 percent went to later stages of development that are lower
risk.”29 SBIR (and STTR) aim to fill that “valley of death” support gap.
SBIR has provided initial funding for many of the most noted technology start-up firms of the past
twenty-five years; few new firms consider the startup process without applying. The program is
backed politically by the small business and venture capital communities. However, it has also
received sustained support from a group of so-called “SBIR mills” – firms that live off repeated SBIR
awards and are not particularly focused on commercializing technology, the fundamental SBIR
program aim. While small firms with one-time awards have neither the motivation nor the resources to
advocate to sustain the program, the mills do. While, overall, the SBIR has played an important role in
helping meet the “valley of death” problem,30 in the past much of the sustaining political support for
the program has come from SBIR mills not particularly dedicated to its basic policy goal of technology
commercialization. So the political support model, while strong, contradicts an overall substantive
policy goal of the program. Thus, the political design is problematic: the political support system does
support as strongly as it might one of the key features of the substantive program design, technology
commercialization.
•

The Advanced Technology Program (ATP, renamed and restructured in 2007 as the Technology
Investment Program (TIP)),31 is the third of the trio of “valley of death” programs from the 1980’s. It
was formed in 1988 in the Department of Commerce’s NIST program to fund a broad base of highrisk, high- reward R&D undertaken by industry. ATP reached some $200m in annual grants during the
early Clinton years, with the Administration seeking further major increases, but it was subsequently
cut back by Congress to half that size, where it remains today, after nearly being shut down in 2007.
Widely studied as a strong substantive model for technology innovation,32 it has faced recurring
political design problems. These issues stem from three political design problems. First, ATP was not
tied to any particular science mission area, but instead was tied to a broad base of industry early stage
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technology support. Thus, it lacked the umbrella of support often extended by political forces to a
particular mission focus, such as health (NIH) or space (NASA) or defense (DARPA). Second, it had
no particular interest group battling for it. It was a highly competitive program, typically making
awards at a ratio of only one out of eight or ten applicants each year,33 thereby frustrating most of its
annual applicants, who were not disposed to support the program before Congress. Those awarded
R&D grants were usually small firms and startups unlikely to have resources to lobby Congress in the
first place; they also knew the highly competitive award they received would almost certainly be their
last. Thus, even its limited number of award winners were not likely to support the program on an
ongoing basis. It was designed, therefore, without a natural political constituency. It was solely a
“good government” venture, strong on substance and performance but without any political support
system – it failed political design. The faulty political design, despite the substantive quality of the
program, precluded it from rising to a meaningful level of funding, which has prevented it from having
a significant economic effect.
In an effort to build political constituency support, the program was restructured and renamed in 2007,
as noted, to allow universities and labs (in consortia with industry) to participate, and was allowed to
focus not simply on a broad range of technology advances but on particular areas around important
societal needs.34 It remains to be seen whether these modifications will create a strong enough political
base to sustain and expand the program from its modest funding level.
To summarize, below are three further political design lessons, in addition to those cited in the first section,
from the three “valley of death” programs:
Additional Rules of Political Design:
3)
Design to Ensure a Constituency: ensure in program design that there will be a noteworthy
political interest constituency that will support the new agency before the executive and
legislative branches on a continuing basis.
4)
Design to Ensure that Constituency Backs Program Quality: Further ensure that the new
program is structured so that it is in the interest of supporting political constituencies to back
program quality and the substantive policy behind it, rather than shift or disrupt quality and
substance.
5)
Tether the Agency to a Recognized Mission: If a new agency will be involved in late stage
development along with research, it may face an ideological debate over its role; if it is
designed to be tethered to a strong, politically recognized mission area, it may be able to
override ideology.
Of the three 1980’s agencies discussed here, only one, MEP, achieved a political design that got both the
substantive and political design criteria aligned.
New Generation Energy Innovation Institutions
There have been, as discussed above, essentially three major innovation policy moments driven by political
demands since WW2: 1) the immediate postwar period where the Cold War helped drive the formation and
expansion of a plethora of science agencies, 2) the Sputnik aftermath with the formation of DARPA and
NASA and scaled up funding for NSF and for science education, and 3) the competitiveness era “valley of
death” programs of the 1980’s. We may be on the verge of a fourth: an energy transformation driven by energy
security and climate demands. What lessons from these earlier eras are relevant to the institutional elements in
the “new generation” energy innovation policy programs now under consideration?
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Recent innovation policy has focused particularly on the new energy technology challenge, with policymakers
forming new policy and technology implementation institutions to meet the triple problems of energy
geopolitics, climate change and energy economic costs. These problems have been the political drivers for new
energy investments in the February 2009 economic stimulus legislation (approximately $34b for energy
technology implementation and $5b for energy R&D at the Department of Energy (DOE)).35 There remains a
“valley of death” problem in energy technology because of the institutional gaps designed into our energy
innovation system. However, there is also a new and larger problem that U.S. innovation policy and legislation
has not previously confronted: the “problem of launch” - of launching new innovations, at the implementation
stage, into long-established, mature economic sectors, of which energy is a prime example.36 In facing
innovation issues in such established sectors, a gap analysis is required of the energy innovation system. While
Congress and the new Administration have not yet conducted this evaluation in detail, four new programs are
now being contemplated in the energy arena within DOE. Each is sketched below, along with the political
design rules identified above and below that may be most relevant to each.
•

The Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA-E) – ARPA-E was authorized in 2007 through the
America COMPETES Act,37 and received $400m in FY2010 start-up funding through the 2009
stimulus legislation (the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act). The Administration’s budget
calls for $300m in FY2011 funding. It is housed in DOE and reports directly to the Energy Secretary.
It was based on the DARPA model as a translational research entity, bridging a gap in the energy
innovation system between DOE’s Office of Science, a basic research agency supporting university
and lab research under a Bush basic research model, and DOE’s Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy office and other applied development and demonstration programs that primarily fund
industry. It is an institutional fix aimed at the “valley of death” gap between existing DOE research
and applied agencies, to expedite technologies from breakthrough research to late stage development.
It presents the most complex political design issues among the group of new and proposed agencies.
First, as a “valley of death” agency, accelerating research advances then intervening in late stage
development, does it have a strong enough mission justification to survive the ideological issues that
afflict entities playing this development role? The DARPA and ATP lessons on the necessity of a
mission-based political design (Rule 5) appear relevant here. Ongoing bipartisan support for ARPAE’s energy mission will clearly be needed as a sustaining driver. Second, will the constituency in the
energy sector it will serve – university researchers and small firms and startups - be strong enough to
sustain ARPA-E as it seeks support to ramp up its initial funding? It received over 3600 applications
for its broad initial R&D offering of $150m but was only able to fund 37 of these applicants.38 Like
ATP, it ran the risk of disappointing far more applicants for every one it approved, potentially
jeopardizing its constituency support base at the outset. More recent ARPA-E offerings have focused
on particular energy technology fields, which should narrow interest and avoid frustrating large
numbers of applicants, However, this could be a continuing problem depending on the level of
ongoing funding ARPA-E achieves. Recognizing it was funding only a fraction of its qualified
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applicants, ARPA-E responded imaginatively, hosting an “ARPA-E Innovation Summit” in March
201039 inviting in hundreds of its promising applicants whether they received awards or not, and
connecting them with venture capitalists and industrial firms. The event attracted thousands of
participants, was widely appreciated by the technology sector it serves and helped build good will in
its applicant pool. DARPA was able to build a loyal constituency over time that has sustained it; it’s
strong community of interest formed around particular areas of advance it selected for support.
ARPA-E is taking steps to build such a community through its summit but may have to consider this
approach of narrowing its research focus to build stronger constituency dependence and support. It
may also have to build other services to applicants, such as mentoring systems of technology experts
who can advise rejected applicants on how to improve their future applications. This technique was
attempted by the ATP program with some success.
ARPA-E also faces the additional problem of jealous agencies within DOE, such as the energy labs
and applied energy agencies, that feel threatened by its role and funding. ARPA-E, like DARPA
before it, will have to make a major effort to cooperate with these potential in-house rivals, involving
them in its projects, and becoming, like DARPA, their agent and supporter whenever possible.
Understanding this, ARPA-E has created an advisory group of other agency representatives within
DOE, trying to foster involvement and support for its programs among potential DOE rivals,
portraying its program as complementary not as a funding competitor. It could also consider, as
DARPA has, sharing in the cost of joint projects, enabling rival agencies to leverage their funding with
ARPA-E support. ARPA-E’s experience to date suggests additional political design rules for science
and technology agencies:
Additional Rules of Political Design:
6) Support Your Applicant Base Don’t Dismiss It: Grant-making agencies always run the risk of
frustrating their potential support community because they must reject the bulk of their grant
applications. The realities of grant-making usually make the ratio of grantees to awards far too
low to appease applicants. This limits their ability to create a political support community, To
counter this, the agency can create other reward systems for applicants, such as opportunities
for mentoring services, or access to industry support, or as a convenor for a new research
community.
7) Coopt Intra-Agency Rivals: Within a large agency, subagencies often compete over funding
and missions. A successful subagency will attempt to integrate rival agencies and complement
their missions, supporting their efforts as well as its own, including through joint-funding of
common projects.
•

Energy Frontier Research Centers (EFRC’s) – These centers – forty-six are now funded - evolved
after careful study over five years, through workshops and supporting major reports that engaged
hundreds of the most prominent energy researchers and thinkers in the country in identifying the
most promising areas of energy research. This effort was led by DOE’s Office of Science, which
systematically coalesced and then led this national community of energy researchers in examining
basic research areas where energy advances were most needed. At the close of the effort an
effective report was prepared by an advisory group that made the case for the program in clear,
succinct, non-technical language, in a length (13 pages) that enabled time-challenged
Congressional staff to read and digest it in twenty minutes, justifying this new program and a
strong level of investment.40 The EFRC program proposal was a model for how an agency can
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effectively stand up an new program, building careful, in depth consensus in the research support
community, systematically building informed Congressional backing, and proposing a sizeable
enough program to enable geographical distribution of competitive awards for centers. For
FY2010, $277m in funding for centers was provided through the 2009 stimulus legislation plus
further funds from appropriations, covering a wide range of research areas. The Administration
budget calls for $140 million in FY2011.41 The design appears sound – the centers will work in the
basic research area so they will not face ideological challenges. They will have a university
research constituency, coupled with an energy mission, to sustain them. They are relatively small
in scale ($3-$5m/year per center) and authorized for five years, so they will not become protected
large-scale enclaves that could isolate other researchers. The carefully organized process for
forming EFRC’s suggests a further rule:
Additional rule of Political Design:
8) Build Support for the New Agency Pre-Launch: A new program shouldn’t be allowed descend
like a deus ex machina into the political world; the creation process should be viewed as an
opportunity to build a supporting constituency for the new program in the process of forming
and advocating for it. This also offers a chance to create Congressional understanding and
buy-in. The Energy Frontier Research Center launch process serves as a model.
•

Re-energyze – Regaining our Energy Science and Engineering Edge (ie, Re-Energyse), is an
educational effort designed to guide students and workers to pursue careers in science,
engineering, and entrepreneurship related to clean energy. This proposed education initiative,
which is cross disciplinary and offers study fellowships, was rushed out at the beginning of his
tenure by Energy Secretary Chu, who sought funding for it in the FY10 DOE budget. When the
nation began to build an IT revolution it was aided by the fact that DARPA had early-on supported
a network of computer science departments within research universities. These blossomed,
creating an education element to train new talent that fostered the technology advance. Secretary
Chu clearly recognized the same phenomena could apply in energy – universities had disciplinary
stovepipes that encompassed aspects of energy, but lacked curricula to look at energy across
disciplinary perspectives and from a policy point of view. His proposed “Re-energyze” program
could provide a talent base in the energy field with the foundations to deal with broad energy
policy issues and interdisciplinary energy research not possible under the current disciplinary
stovepipes. Universities could provide a support constituency for the program, and since it was to
be a competitive program, it would be in their interest to ensure program quality.
However, there was no effort to build up constituency support in advance of the announcement of
the program through the FY10 budget. No effort was made to lay the groundwork for the program
with Congressional committees, and the program was not well-defined when announced,
consisting of a one-page list of ideas. Every new Administration is rushed as it comes into office,
and in its the rush to get the program out the door DOE paid a price. Congress did not fund the
proposal in FY10, and the Administration has resubmitted it for consideration in FY11, budgeted
at $50m.42 Congressional appropriators were unprepared to consider the concept and since science
education is traditionally the territory of NSF, they were concerned about creating a duplicative
new science education agency in DOE. DOE tried to accommodate this concern by offering the
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proposal with an NSF element, but to no avail. Congress was also concerned that DOE had not
budgeted a long-term funding stream that would enable the program to be sustained along with
other new energy program elements. The political design issue DOE ran into for Re-energyze
amounted to a variation of Rule 8: failure to lay the groundwork for a new program with Congress
and to build in advance of launch a constituency for it can jeopardize the new idea. In general, an
annual budget submission, usually held in secret by Administrations until its release by OMB, is a
poor place to announce a new program: it ensures that both the potential support constituency and
the Congressional Committees that will have to fund it are surprised and unprepared.
•

Innovation Hubs – Secretary Chu, drawing on his personal experiences at Bell Labs and directing
the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, proposed eight, larger-scale, $25 to $30m a year labs, to be
housed at universities or at national labs, to sponsor research on key areas of energy research.
Congress approved initial funding for three of these “hubs” In FY10, focused on solar, energy
efficient building design and advanced nuclear reactors. A fourth Hub was proposed in the FY11
budget to focus on batteries and energy storage.43 The Hubs are to aim at multidisciplinary
research in areas ready to be scaled up, to speed R&D and shorten the time from discovery to
technology implementation. Because of the larger scale of these efforts, compared to Energy
Frontier Research Centers, for example, there is risk that this scale will lock-in political support
that could limit the flexibility of future agency research directions, and that could narrow the front
of research advance, crowding out a broader front. In other words, while there are large numbers
of able researchers starting to engage in energy research advances, the large Hubs may capture the
funding in key areas and limit support for talent outside the Hubs. This is always a risk with
scaling up research efforts. These issues of institution building and corresponding research lock-in
require careful attention from DOE as it stands up its initial pilot hubs, as Design Rules 1 and 2,
above, suggest. It should work on designs to find ways to build these research areas in ways that
allow focus on promising technology challenges that also bring in more participants on the tasks
the Hubs face, not less.

The Future
What will future challenges bring for the political design for innovation organization? Ongoing efforts to
bring innovation into the energy sector provide a useful future construct.
All of the Department of Energy’s innovation efforts to bring on an energy transformation have been focused
on the front end of the innovation pipeline – on the research and development side. Proposals on the back end
– technology demonstration, commercialization and deployment - have been neglected to date by the Obama
Administration. There is a further problem, as suggested above, in the energy area that none of the new
innovation entities proposed to date by DOE focus on – the problem of technology launch. 44 While the “valley
of death” has been the major preoccupation of science and technology policy for the past two decades, energy,
as an established, complex, politically and economically powerful, technologically locked-in sector, presents
an additional problem. The energy sector operates in an established political-economic-technological
paradigm, and that paradigm must be altered if a new reduced carbon energy system is to prevail. Thus, even if
the valley of death in energy – the gap between research and development - is surmounted, a deep problem
remains. Because most new energy technologies are components in larger established systems (for example,
advanced batteries are components in cars, enhanced geothermal technology must fit into existing utility
systems) they must launch into these established sectors and be price competitive from the moment of launch.
All of the four new agencies proposed by the Department of Energy, as discussed above, are organized around
the valley of death problem; none encompass the technology launch task. As tough as crossing the valley of
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death in energy is, reaching the point of market launch is even harder.
A network of additional innovation entities will likely be needed on the back end of the innovation process, in
areas such as demonstration, financing, and technology roadmapping. For example, in financing, DOE has loan
guarantee authority that it has just started to implement a half decade after it was first authorized. But loan
guarantees are only relevant to some firms; most startups and small firms lack the capitalization to obtain
loans, so guarantees may not solve their problems. A toolbox of financing instruments will be required if DOE
wants to move technology advances from its new R&D entities into the marketplace. DOE has had diffulculty
in managing commercial scale demonstrations; it will need new organizational approaches to accomplish this
cimportant step. A new energy technology sector will also need testbeds, standards and technology roadmaps.
Each will call for new organizational approaches. DOE has not yet undertaken the systematic analysis of gaps
in the existing energy innovation system to understand which gaps need to be filled. It needs to face the
innovation back end side of the challenge it faces, because innovation in a complex, established sector presents
problems very different from standing up technology advances in new, unoccupied breakthrough sectors like
IT or biotechnology.45 In sum, in energy additional organizational entities will be needed to meet the challenge
of innovating in an established sector. None of the new energy agencies formed to date will prove adequate
unless this back end gap is filled and their efforts are fully coordinated with new programs to fill the launch
support mission.
What else will the future of innovation bring? Energy is not the only established, complex sector where
innovation is needed; there are at least two other crisis areas. Because there are few incentives in the current
system to control costs, and little effective competition over prices, the nation is faced with out of control
health care costs. The prospect of health care reforms that will expand the coverage of the existing system will
make this task more difficult. Accordingly, there is a significant innovation need in health care service
delivery. This innovation demand will need to focus not only on new technologies for more efficient and
effective service delivery, such as the long-discussed introduction of information technologies into medicine,
but also on the processes and systems for delivery of that innovation, to try to create incentives for its
adaptation. As with energy, we face an established techno-economic-political paradigm that must be
overcome for the introduction of efficient health care service delivery. To manage this, a careful gap analysis
of that existing system and the introduction of innovation within it must be undertaken, and carefully tailored
organizational fixes introduced. This is a major pending societal innovation task where political design will be
a crucial element.
Similarly, manufacturing is another complex established sector ripe for innovation advances if the U.S. is to
retain a presence in this economic territory. Manufacturing accounts for $1.6 trillion of U.S. GDP, directly
employs 11 million, manufacturing firms account for 70% of U.S. R&D funding and 63% of science and
engineering employment, and manufacturing workers are paid substantially more than service sector
employees.46 Global wealth continues to be based predominantly on trade in complex, high value, technology
goods; trade in these goods dwarfs trade in services. While many economists assume the U.S. can shift to a
services economy, the U.S. deficit in manufactured goods exceeded $500b in 2007, while its surplus in
services trade was less than one third that number with the former was outpacing the latter. And its surplus in
advanced technology goods has now turned into a deficit that exceeded $50b in 2008. In other words, U.S.
strength in the global economy is being jeopardized by its declining manufacturing performance. While some
argue that it can’t compete in manufacturing against a low wage, low cost economy like China, Germany and
Japan, high cost, high wage economies comparable to the U.S., are running major trade surpluses with China.
There is movement in federal agencies to look at innovation in manufacturing, including in the Defense,
Energy and Commerce Departments, through DARPA, EERE, and NIST. Two major studies are pending, at
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PCAST (President’s Council of Advisors on Science and Technology) and at the industry-led Council on
Competitiveness. Tackling innovation in this complex, established sector will likewise call for a careful gap
analysis of its innovation system, which has not been carefully examined since the introduction of the Toyota
production system.47
The future of the next generation of U.S. innovation may increasingly fall into the category of innovating in
complex, established sectors, such as energy, health care delivery and manufacturing. In order to confront this
existing frontier, new substantive and political designs will be required for effective innovation organization.
On the political design side, one design rule already appears apparent:
Additional Rule of Political Design:
9) Innovation in Complex, Established Sectors Requires an Innovation Gap Analysis: Innovation
occurs in complex systems of connected institutions; if innovation is to extend into the back end of the
innovation pipeline, from demonstration to commercialization, a gap analysis of the strengths of
innovation organizations in those areas must be undertaken, along with the traditional analysis of
innovation at the front end R&D side. Since the back end is historically dominated by industry, the
substantive design of such back end innovation efforts must be complemented by effective political
design, which will involve careful cultivation of support from established industries that may
otherwise oppose such back end intervention.
Conclusion
This chapter has briefly reviewed the history of new U.S. science and technology agencies since World War II.
It has identified, a series of nine possible rules for political design embedded in the history of the political and
policy issues that have afflicted new federal R&D agencies in the four key postwar periods of new innovation
investments and institutions. The political design ruleset identified here is briefly summarized below:
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

First, beware of scale; when an innovation agency reaches a large scale in a particular locality
which multiplies its political support, this may limit future research and mission flexibility.
Second, don’t let narrow front advance cancel out the broad front; a large-scale research effort
at an entity focused on a particular area of advance may crowd out and limit a broader front for
science and technology advance.
Third, science entities will only survive if they are designed to have a strong supporting
constituency.
Fourth, when designing constituency support, ensure that the selected constituency base will
support a quality program consistent with the substantive program design, not divert it.
Fifth, particularly if a new entity will be involved in late stage development along with
research, it may face ideological challenge, so it must be tethered to a strong, politicallyrecognized mission area to justify its tasks.
Sixth, because the number of grant applications will significantly exceed the number of grants
that can be awarded, alienating the strongest potential political support community for an
agency, those that it funds. An agency should offer alternative ways to build its support base,
offering additional services aside from grants to its applicant pool, such as mentoring, or
connections to industry or as a convenor for a research community.
Seventh, to avoid intra-agency rivalry where a new arrival will inevitably be viewed as a
funding competitor, the new entrant program should attempt to integrate rival entities into its
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•

•

deliberations and complement their missions, supporting their efforts as well as its own, to
coopt the existing programs.
Eighth, the launch process is key to building political support; the agency creation process
should be viewed as an opportunity to build a supporting constituency for the new program in
the process of forming for it, and as a chance to create Congressional understanding and buyin. Congressional and support group launch surprise should be avoided.
And Ninth, innovation in complex established economic sectors, such as energy, health care
delivery and manufacturing, requires an analysis of gaps in those innovation systems,
particularly of the back end of the pipeline, from demonstration to commercialization. Since
industry is likely to dominate the back end in these established sectors, careful cultivation of
industry support will be required for organizational interventions in this area.

Sound political design along these lines could buttress sound innovation systems. There are, of course, other
political design rules; these are just some of the lessons drawn from the author’s career as a political science
practitioner in the science and technology field. Unfortunately, the political design issues innovation entities
face has rarely received attention, yet we are on the verge of creating a new series of such institutions around
the energy challenge and perhaps other areas. Unlearned lessons lead to error repetition. The lessons of scale or
of narrow front advance canceling out broad front advance, for example, or of creating a new entity without a
sound support base, remain unrecognized design principles and we may be facing another generation of
problems in these areas with new energy entities. Recognition of a problem, of course, is the first step to its
remedy. A concerted effort to examine the political support systems for science and technology agencies and
their political strengths and weaknesses could be a constructive step. Possible ways to resolve these design
issues so that the political design better supports the policy design require further attention from policymakers
and the academic community. Otherwise political design errors will be relentlessly repeated, underminding
attempts at innovation reforms. The consequences are not minor. Growth economist Richard Nelson was one
of the first to recognize that innovation occurs in a system that includes a series of connected innovation
institutions and program elements, public and private.48 Creating the political design that supports the
substantive policy design on the public side of that institutional network offers a significant enhancement to
our innovation system.
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